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Handout 4 1

Type Preferences and Learning Needs

Extraverted types may:
need to talk and ask questions to understand—
they say what they are thinking

Want to explore a breadth of topics

Prefer act-reflect-act patterns of learning—the 
doing gives them something to think about

enjoy productive brainstorming and working with 
others on plans for action

introverted types may:
need to think and reflect to understand—they 
may share thoughts only when asked

Want to explore a few topics in depth

Prefer a reflect-act-reflect pattern of learning—
background reading sets up an experience

need to know topics or agendas in advance—they 
get a “deer in headlights” feeling without a chance 
to reflect

Sensing types may:
thrive on direct application and relevant examples

Prefer step-by-step instructions and details that 
take them from what they know to what is new

 
View theory as beside the point—they want to 
know what will work in their classroom

Be stressed by removal of what is working with no 
proof that the change will be better

intuitive types may:
thrive on vision, metaphors, and new theories

View curriculum or instructional practices as a 
starting place for innovation unless given clear 
reasons not to deviate from them

Be less interested in isolated skills than in how they 
fit into overall theories and strategies

Be stressed by details and structure with no room 
for creativity

Thinking types may:
seek competent, knowledgeable team members

Challenge the ideas first, then look for points of 
agreement 

use objective criteria for decisions—data, 
precedents that might be set, unintended 
consequences

need logic and the rationale for changes

Feeling types may:
seek caring, collegial team members

look for points of agreement first, then challenge 
the ideas

use subjective criteria for decisions—the impact 
on each person and on community values 

need to consider the impact of changes on the 
whole person—teachers and students—not just 
academic achievement

Judging types may:
Find good practices and stick with them

Drive for closure and action—they want to start 
planning

thrive on schedules, agendas, and goals 

Be aware of what is doable—available time and 
resources

Perceiving types may:
avoid planning very far ahead—things could change

Prefer delaying decisions to search for options

 
thrive on allowing for processing of emerging 
concerns and ideas

Be more likely to over- or underestimate how long 
activities will take




